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By Tatiana Shcherbina

Zephyr Press, United States, 2003. Paperback. Condition: New. Bilingual. Language: English . Brand
New Book. Shcherbina emerged in the early 1980s as the spokesperson for the new, independent
Moscow culture. Her work was first published in the official press of the Soviet Union in 1986, and
five volumes of her poetry were published in samizdat prior to 1990. Her poetry is now widely
published in both established and experimental journals at home and abroad, and has been
translated into Dutch, German, French, and English. Shcherbina s poetry blends the personal with
the political, and the source for her material is pulled from classical literature, as well as French
and German cultural influences. Still-Life Zing--Boom--Snap: drop here and there drop the seed
senses the ground like a greedy trap. Whether it needs to fall, it needs to stay put as the uttermost
prophetic white grasslet in the air and kafka, with golden inks a crazy engraver writes: The seed
succeeded, conceived immaculate. The seed Zing--Snap--Boom: sets out at random either toward
this mother or that mother or swimming orphaned toward a leeside cutter: hurrah, an oasis!
hurrah, an oasis! And all of it a mess! Snap--Boom--Zing: my mother s a sun...
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It in a single of my personal favorite publication. It usually fails to charge an excessive amount of. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult
to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr . Da vid Fr iesen IV-- Mr . Da vid Fr iesen IV

A top quality ebook and the typeface used was interesting to read through. It is rally intriguing throgh reading through period. You wont feel monotony at
anytime of the time (that's what catalogues are for relating to when you ask me).
-- Estelle Donnelly-- Estelle Donnelly
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